The following was reviewed with the patient on the specified date prior to or on the day of the CT lung screening:

___Determined that they were eligible for CT lung screening:

- Age__________

___Has no signs or symptoms of lung cancer, eg. new cough, hemoptysis, or unexplained weight loss, assessed for any new symptoms

- Current smoker________ If quit, year quit:________

- Pack year history: Average number of packs smoked per day (20 cigarettes in a pack)____ X Number of years smoked_____ Equals pack years: ________

___Reviewed following benefits and risks of lung cancer screening and provided with written information to support it (document on CT lung screening facts based on the Lung Cancer Screening Trial)

- Reason for screening and evidence, benefit of diagnosing lung cancer early at most curable stage
- Radiation exposure
- False negatives
- False positives/additional testing
- Over-diagnosis
- Findings not related to lung cancer

___Reviewed importance of annual screening and the impact of comorbidities and ability and willingness to undergo diagnosis and treatment. Patient understands that if an early lung cancer is found, surgery is the primary treatment and they must be in good enough health to have surgery where the benefits of treatment outweigh the risks of treatment.

___Counseling of up to 10 minutes on smoking cessation in addition to provision of resources, patient education, and program at Northwest Community Healthcare

Additional Comments: